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but the other day, film-makers tried to show us that mumbai does not need to be sanitised. the other day, mumbai showed us that it could be. this stylish, seductive film looks at the criminal underworld of the city from a new perspective. it's exciting and full of life. yeh saali zindagi (the monster) is a
sleeper hit. the film is the creation of sudhir mishra, director of dharavi, nitesh tiwari's debut film and the first bollywood film to be shot in the city of mumbai. the real-life story is about a deranged murder and a series of mishaps involving actors, underworld figures and the police. although yeh saali

zindagi is something of a film-maker's film, with an unpredictable narrative and enough humour to keep you intrigued, this is not the usual bollywood fare. instead it is a thriller laced with sex and murder, with a dash of romance and comedy. directed by sudhir mishra, the director of dharavi, yeh saali
zindagi is something of a film-maker's film. the film is the creation of sudhir mishra, director of dharavi, nitesh tiwari's debut film and the first bollywood film to be shot in the city of mumbai. he has a knack for bringing together characters with an inherent difference in shades of grey. he's a director

who doesn't hold back and his films don't offer a safe, comfortable trip. however, in yeh saali zindagi, he doesn't quite know what to make of his characters, nor of the plot which he seems to be trying his best to tie up. the storyline is redundant, and the characters, though they act well, are too similar
to each other. sudhir mishra, who has made a few directorial hits, has produced a limp effort.
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what i enjoyed in yeh saali zindagi was the unsophisticated acting; the unapologetic approach to the
whole thing; the appearance of a knowing authorial hand. this is a different bollywood, and it's working
for me. it's one that sees cinema as a very big thing, with no room for the whimsies of the moment. i'm

only surprised it took so long to get here. the fact that yeh saali zindagi is commercially speaking, a
disaster is only a sign that the nuances of good cinema are bigger than the best financed marketing

campaigns. the european court of auditors has just twice told the european commission that it will have
to find 500 million euros per year for the 2009-2011 budget, leaving barely 80 million for the rest of the

eu and another 160 million a little later. the eu and the commission are just about to agree a new budget
according to the financial times. they will chop spending on agriculture by 25 per cent, whereas the

court has just said that 50 per cent should be off and the eu can't afford it. where is it going to find the
money? no one yet knows, but member states have been calling for cuts to the agricultural budget for
years and the commission must accommodate them, or face a legal challenge. the coalition of the uk,

sweden and denmark has twice put pressure on denmark to take over as head of the european
investment bank (and it is likely to be former eu commissioner solbes, as his appointment was vetoed by
france when he was last head of the budget), but will probably not get elected this time. germany wants

to cut spending but has no money to spare. luckily for them, the eurozone will have enough money to
get to the end of the year, but will go broke in 2013. 5ec8ef588b
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